[New horizons in medicine. Chaos and its laws].
We have synthesized the fundamentals that modern technology offers in all areas of research, especially in the field of biomedicine. The theory of systems, cybernetics, synergetics, boolean algebra, communication science (according to modern laws of signal transmission and translation), the solution of non-linear equations by computer science, applied principles of reduction in biological survey, fractal analysis as a representation of dynamic, chaotic, non-linear systems, defined attractors as conditioning elements of biologic function, are just a few of the many instruments that modern science offers as a revolutionary approach to research programming. Borrowing the laws of mathematics, we have defined the fundamental characteristics of linear and non-linear homeostatic systems along with the concept of predictable behavior of a system as a function of its complex structure. Lastly, we have documented, based on personal research and recent findings in biomathematics, and despite current and strong opposition, how the functional death of any dynamic system is identified by the system's absolute state of equilibrium. The operative errors at times caused by different stimuli acting on specific organs and apparatus, are interpreted not as an index of altered function but as an expression of a chaotic response of the deterministic type and therefore an indication of the system's adaptability to the specific functional requirements in that precise moment.